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Introduction
High Performance Fortran (HPF2 [10] ), the standard language for writing data parallel programs, is quite efficient for regular applications. Nevertheless, efficiency is still a great challenge when irregular applications are considered.
In this paper, we study one kind of irregular computation on distributed arrays that we call irregular prefix operations. This kind of computation occurs in important irregular algorithms such as sparse Cholesky factorization. Our goal is to propose a parallel implementation of this irregular operation that efficiently takes advantage of the independent computations arising in it. This implementation is based first on the use of a directive which specifies that a loop performs an irregular prefix operation; second, on an inspector/executor support, implemented in the CoLuMBO library, which optimizes the execution phase by using an asynchronous communication scheme and then communication/computation overlap. This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we define an irregular prefix operation on a vector. We present different ways of writing it in HPF2 and show the limits of these versions. Then, we present our PREFIX clause and directive for irregular prefix operation and we describe our implementation based on the inspection/execution approach. Finally, we present some related works. Section 3 describes our experimental work on IBM SP2. We present first some basic experiments in order to study and analyze the contribution of our approach. Then, we present an experimental study for sparse Cholesky factorization applied on real size problems, which confirms its interest. Finally, section 4 concludes and gives some perspectives to our work.
Progressive Irregular Prefix Operation

Definition
A prefix operation on a vector is an operation where each element of the output vector is a function of the elements of the input vector that precede it. For instance, the prefix sum of the input vector of size AE is the output vector where:
¾ ½ AE ½ Prefix operations are very useful in data parallel programming and they have been included in the HPF library. So, efficient parallel implementations of these operations are possible.
An irregular prefix operation is such that each element of the output vector is a function of an arbitrary subset of the elements of the input vector that precede it. For example:
We define a progressive irregular prefix operation on one vector as an irregular prefix operation, where the input and output vectors are the same. More precisely, each output element ´ µ depends on the output values of the elements ´ µ, ¾ and , and on the input value ´ µ. So these values are computed by step (in worst case, step by step), so the progressive attribute. Moreover, functions can be applied to each element during the prefix operation ( ) and to each element of the result ( ). For instance:
Progressive irregular prefix operations on distributed vectors (more generally arrays) are useful in irregular applications, for example in sparse matrix applications such as sparse Cholesky factorization. Our goal is to propose a parallel implementation that efficiently takes advantage of independent computations (if ¾ and ¾ , then and can be computed in parallel).
Progressive Irregular Prefix Operation in HPF2
In this section, we present different ways of writing an irregular prefix operation in HPF2 and we show the limits and disadvantages of each of these versions.
Program 1 shows two Fortran codes with two nested DO loops. In Program 1(a), the ´ ½ AE µ sets are replaced by a 2-dimensional array B where B(i,:) contains the NB(i) elements of the set. Program 1(b) uses a symmetric approach by using the 2-dimensional array Bs such that: K ¾ Bs(I,:)¸I ¾ B(K,:) (so, elements in Bs(I,:) belong to ]I,N]). In these programs, the I and J loops are not INDEPENDENT loops because each element of X is computed from some of the elements of X that precede it. These loops are no more INDEPENDENT loops with reduction statement since a reduction variable cannot be used in a reduction statement (more precisely, the reference X(K) is forbidden in the statement X(I) = X(I) + X(K); cf. [10, pp. 71-76] ). So, without any information about the properties of the loops, a HPF compiler will generate an inefficient serial SPMD code based on the owner computes rule. In Program 2, we use a temporary variable (TMP) so that the inner loop J is an INDEPENDENT loop with reduction. This loop can be simply and efficiently implemented: each processor uses a private accumulator variable associated with the reduction variable and performs a subset of the J loop iterations. When it encounters a reduction statement, it updates its own accumulator variable. After the loop, the final value of the reduction variable is computed by combining the private accumulator variables using the reduction operator. In an MPI based implementation, the MPI Reduce function could be used for this combining operator. But due to the indirect access (X(B(I,J))), the compiler will consider that all the processors take part in the collective communication at each iteration I even though it is not always necessary. So processors are synchronized at every iteration. Program 2. Prefix sum with reduction (a) and its SPMD code (b) Finally, the array prefix functions (XXX PREFIX) and scatter functions (XXX SCATTER) of the HPF library are not well suited to express irregular prefix operations and successive calls to these functions with appropriate mask vectors should be required. For example, the mask array that can be used in a prefix function to specify the elements of the vector that contribute to the result is not enough: here, each element of the result requires a specific mask (that represents the subset ).
None of the versions presented here can lead to a parallel implementation that allows parallel computations on some elements of the result. In the following section, we introduce a directive and a clause that may help a compiler to do so.
The PREFIX Clause and Directive
The PREFIX(prefix-variable) directive can precede a DO loop. It asserts the compiler that iterations in the following DO loop compute prefix-variable as the result of an (irregular) prefix operation.
The PREFIX(prefix-variable) clause is used with an INDEPENDENT directive and it asserts that the named variable is update in the INDEPENDENT loop by a series of operations that are associative and commutative. This clause is always relative to a declared surrounding PREFIX DO loop. The syntax of prefix-variable and prefix-statement is the same as reduction-variable and reduction-statement defined in HPF2. The difference between the REDUCTION and PREFIX clauses is that a reference to a PREFIX variable can occur in the operand part of a PREFIX statement. But, in this case, the PREFIX clause of the INDEPENDENT loop asserts the compiler that only final values (and not intermediate values) of the PREFIX variable are used within this loop. We consider Program 1 Version b. In this program, we know that X(I) gets its final value at iteration I (in the statement X(I) = f(X(I))), and that X(I) is never read before iteration I nor modified after this iteration. So we can use the PREFIX clause and directive to obtain Program 3.
Program 3. HPF2/PREFIX code for an irregular prefix operation
In the following section, we show how a compiler can use the directive and clause introduced here.
Code Generation for a Prefix Do Loop
To implement INDEPENDENT loop with prefix statement, we use the same mechanism as for reductions (cf. section 2.3) by using a private accumulator variable that has the same shape than the PREFIX variable. For Program 3, on each processor, the private accumulator (cf. Program 4) is an array (TMP(1:N)). Unlike a reduction implementation, the combining operation is performed for only one element at a time of the prefix array variable. More precisely, the combining operation which computes the final value of X(I) from the local variables TMP(I) (Reduction (TMP(I), SUM)) must be performed within the external PREFIX loop; moreover, it must be executed after the last write access to each private variable TMP(I) and before the first read access to X(I).
In some simple cases, the compiler can determine the position of the combining operation. In Program 3, it may be performed at the beginning of iteration I since X(I) is read for the first time at the beginning of this iteration and TMP(I) is written only before iteration I (according to the PREFIX clause). But, in Program 4, this combining operation is still performed in a synchronous way. So, we propose to introduce asynchronism in communication in order to overlap communication by computation, and more precisely, to separate the send calls and the receive calls associated with the combining operation for X(I) so that:
1. the send call is performed independently and as soon as possible on each processor (i.e. when the corresponding private variable TMP(I) has its own final value), 2. the receive calls are performed as late as possible by the processor that owns X(I) (i.e. before its first read operation of X(I) outside a prefix statement). 
Program 4. SPMD pseudo-code for Program 3
To enable such an execution, an inspection step is required to determine when local computations on TMP(I) are over so that it can be sent, and which processor subset effectively contributes to the final value of X(I) (the owner of X(I) must receive only from these processors).
The inspection step (cf. Program 5(a)) consists in three parts.
The first one only registers an array as a prefix variable (Insp Prefix Data). The second part is a local one: each processor scans its local accesses to the prefix variable.
The calls to Insp Prefix Statement(X(Bs(I,J))) count the read/write accesses to X(Bs(I,J)) within the prefix statement; the Insp Prefix Access(X(I)) call determines which processor needs the final value of X(I). Finally, the third part (Insp Prefix Done) is in two steps: first, all processors gather their local information by using global communications; then each processor locally keeps only the relevant information.
The execution step (cf. Program 5(b)) uses two routines: Prefix Statement and Prefix Access. Each call to Prefix Statement(TMP(Bs(I,J))) decreases the counter resulting from the Insp Prefix Statement(X(Bs(I,J))) calls in the inspector step. When this counter reaches zero, the processor sends the value of its private accumulator variable TMP(Bs(I,J)). The Prefix Access(X(I)) call performs the receive operations and combines the received values to yield the final value of X(I). Only one combining operation can appear for each prefix variable element (according to the PREFIX clause). So only the first Prefix Access call for each element is required. Since all following accesses are on the same prefix variable element X(I) (excepting the access to the prefix variable for the prefix statement), the compiler can optimize the executor code by removing the subsequent Prefix Access calls (which could have take place before the prefix statement). Anyway, all subsequent calls will be ignored by the run-time support.
So, the inspection/execution steps of Program 5 enable an "asynchronous execution of the prefix operation" where communication can be overlapped by computation. Note that Program 1(a) could also be written by using the PRE-FIX clause and directive. But, in this program, the last write access to the accumulator variable TMP(I) takes place just before the first read access to X(I). So, in the corresponding SPMD code, the send and receive operations would take place side by side after the ENDDO of the J loop and before the statement X(I) = f(X(I)). Consequently, this version presents no overlap capabilities and looks like Program 2.
Note that if the global loop is declared as PREFIX but the INDEPENDENT, PREFIX(X) directive on the internal loop is omitted, the same inspection/execution scheme can be applied with a slight difference: the basic communication scheme is a broadcast (not a reduction) since the compiler will apply the owner computes rule on the internal loop (for Program 3 without the internal directive, X(I) will be broadcast). For simplicity, we omit this case in this paper.
We have implemented this inspection/execution scheme in our CoLuMBO library. We have incorporated three implementation optimizations that are not shown, for simplicity, in the SPMD codes. The first optimization limits the size of the private accumulator array to its relevant part saving memory space. The second optimization consists in the scan of sections instead of single elements of the prefix variable array so as to save memory space and time. The third optimization consists in the reception of pending communications before the corresponding Prefix Access call in order to avoid the saturation of the MPI communication buffers.
Related Work
To our knowledge, progressive irregular prefix operations have not been studied in the context of HPF or HPFlike languages as FortranD [16] , Vienna Fortran [14] or HPF+ [3] .
Inspector/executor paradigm has been widely used but for solving iterative irregular problems in which communication and computation phases alternate; indeed, in those kinds of applications, the cost of optimizations performed at the inspector stage can be amortized over many computation iterations at the executor stage. Major works include PARTI [16] and CHAOS [11] libraries used in Vienna Fortran and Fortran90D [15] compilers, and PILAR library [12] used in PARADIGM compiler [2] . These libraries are based on a gather/scatter approach and use the same optimized communication scheme on every (or at least many) iteration. So they do not address such asynchronous prefix operation since each iteration of the PREFIX loop has its own communication scheme.
The PILAR [13] library uses sections as minimal inspected elements, as our CoLuMBO library does. This is necessary in order to produce an efficient inspector in most cases, since the minimal element considering in Fortran programs is often, at least, a section of array and not a single element.
Experimental Validations
Basic Experiments
This section studies the interest of our approach with some experimental validations achieved from the three SPMD codes given at Program 2, Program 4 and Program 5. Note that for Program 5, all measures will include inspector times. In our experimentation, the value of AE is 1200 and X is a 2-dimensional array (300 ¢ 1200) and has a (*, CYCLIC) distribution. The costs of functions f and g vary from 300 Flops to 400 KFlop. We also use various coefficients of irregularity characterized by the ratio (in percent) of the number of elements in each subset with the corresponding maximal possible number: so ½¼¼% means elements in ( First of all, we can see that the lower the coefficient, the better the results of asynchronous prefix version (time ratio from 2.0 to 0.5). For Program 4, the time ratios compared to Program 2 (not shown) are always bad (from 6.0 with ½¼¼% to 2.0 with ½ %). This result shows the great interest of the asynchronous communication approach for the combining operation. Figure 2(a) gives the prefix balance coefficient for various combinations of the processor number and function cost. For a fixed computation cost, one sees that increasing the number of processors increases the corresponding prefix balance coefficient. The reason is that the number of implied communications increases when more processors are involved, so there is more capability of overlapping communications by computations. If we fixed the number of processors, so increasing the elementary cost, the number of communications does not change but computations can better overlap communications since there are more expensive. To obtain again the prefix balance coefficient, we can therefore have more communications, so, with a fixed number of processors, the higher the elementary cost, the higher the prefix balance coefficient. We also observe that the prefix balance coefficient becomes stable (between 7 and 10%) after a certain elementary cost (40 KFlop). We suppose that this stability is probably due to some overlap limitations or to some basic example specificities. Another contradiction appears with the execution on 16 processors. It is in fact due to the lack of computation on so many processors, which introduces a scalability problem. Figure 2 (b) presents the relative efficiencies of Program 5 with 8 and 16 processors compared to 4 processors with a coefficient of irregularity equals to the balanced prefix coefficient on 4 processors. With 0.3 and 1 KFlop and such low coefficients (2.6 and 1.8% respectively), there are low efficiencies (around 30%) on 16 processors. The computations have a very low cost, so only communications are taking into account in the relative efficiencies. Therefore, we measure in fact the relative efficiencies of asynchronous communications compared to synchronous ones. In order to obtain again the balanced prefix coefficient when there is a scalability problem, we must increase the amount of computations by increasing the coefficient, so the results on 16 processors.
Finally, we have measured the inspection cost with respect to a global execution. In our experiments, the inspection time represents between 1 to 8% of the global execution time. These good performances show the interest of the implementation optimizations performed in the inspector (cf.
2.4).
Shortly, these basic experiments show first that the lower the coefficient of irregularity, the better the performance of asynchronous prefix version, and second that efficiency is achieved even with only one executor step (unlike a standard inspector/executor approach which requires many executor steps to repay the inspector cost).
Cholesky Example
We describe here the experimental results we have obtained for an important computation arising in many scientific and engineering applications: the sparse Cholesky block factorization [8, 7, 1] . In this application, each column block is updated by some column blocks to its left on the sparse matrix; the subset ½ of column blocks depends here on the sparsity structure of the matrix. More precisely, the structure of the application is closed to the extended HPF program presented in Program 3.
We then compare the three following versions of the Cholesky application:
the FIR version (Program 6) is closed to the SPMD code in Program 4 using a reduction operation; the FIP version (Program 7) is closed to Program 5 using a specific inspection phase and an asynchronous communication scheme; the MPI version refers to a hand-made high-optimized MPI version presented in [9] .
The FIR and FIP versions use other optimizations not presented in this paper for handling irregular applications in HPF2. In both versions, the sparse matrix data structure is represented by using the tree notation, introduced in [4] , based on the derived data type of Fortran 90. This notation avoids indirect data accesses coming from the standard irregular programming style, so that both compile-time and run-times techniques can be more easily performed. Both versions use the processor subset optimization in order to restrict the scope of communications associated with each iteration only to the required processor subset [4] . Finally, they also use a task scheduling optimization (SCHEDULE directive) where each iteration of the outer loop is associated with a task. Due to the irregularity property of the prefix operation, some tasks are independent from other tasks and can be executed in parallel (or in any order). The goal of our task scheduler is to order the task execution so as to minimize the global execution time while respecting the dependence constraints [6] . 
Program 7. FIP HPF Pseudo Code
Two libraries have been developed to support these optimizations. The TriDenT library [4] supports distributed trees. The CoLuMBO library supports all the inspector/executor techniques that we have designed especially for irregular processor subsets, irregular loop index inspection [4] , task scheduling [6] and irregular prefix operations. We currently use these libraries by writing HPF2 codes with explicit calls to TriDenT and CoLuMBO primitives. Then, we use the HPF compilation platform ADAPTOR [5] to obtain the final SPMD codes. 
Figure 3. Properties of different sparse matrices
Experiments have been performed on IBM SP2 with 16 processors on various sparse matrices whose characteristics are described in Figure 3 (the number of ColumnBlocks (C.B.), of Columns (Col.), of non zero elements (NNZ) and of operations (NOp)). The last column gives the average coefficient of irregularity. The average coefficient means that each column-block I has (on average since each column-block has its own subset ) I ¢ leftcolumn-blocks which contribute to its irregular prefix operation. Matrices are distributed according to the subtreeto-subcube mapping [7] using an INDIRECT format; this mapping leads to an efficient reduction of communication while keeping a good load balance between processors. Figure 4 (a) gives the execution times obtained in seconds (for FIR and FIP versions, for global (inspection+execution) time and for execution time). The FIP versions are clearly better than the FIR ones (the gain varies from 3 to 62% for global time and from 0 to 35% for execution time). This great improvement comes from the asynchronous communication scheme, which allows communication/computation overlap. As noted in our basic experiments (cf. section 3.1), we can see that the lower the coefficient of irregularity, the higher the gain of the FIP version with regard to the FIR version. We can also note that the inspector time is proportional to the number of columnblocks (in accordance with the inspector SPMD code) and to the number of elements in .
Finally, Figure 4 (b) shows the time ratio of the FIR and FIP versions with regard to the MPI version. We can see that the ratio between the global time and the MPI time grows as the cost of the inspector time (from 1.2 for CUBE 31 to 3.5 for BCSSTK 32). However, when we consider only the execution time, the ratio is only about 1.11 to 1.18, except for the BCSSTK 32 (1.42, probably not enough work for a good scalability) for FIP and about 1.16 to 1.84 for FIR.
Ratio between regular HPF code and hand-made MPI code is generally about 1.50, and is worst in irregular application. So the results presented here show the great interest of our approach to obtain efficient irregular codes based on irregular prefix operations. This approach combines inspector/executor techniques for processor subset, task scheduling and asynchronous prefix operations. 
Conclusion
The new PREFIX clause and directive added to the HPF2 language with an appropriate inspector/executor mechanism enable an efficient implementation of progressive irregular prefix operations. The proposed execution optimizations are based on an asynchronous communication scheme and communication/computation overlap. The CoLuMBO library is our run-time support for this inspector/executor. The experimental results achieved on basic examples and on a sparse Cholesky factorization applied on real size problems show the great interest of our approach.
Our future work is to study some other kinds of irregular computations such as unbalanced computations, and to extend our approach to the new SMP architecture, which involves both message passing and shared memory programming styles. We have implemented a prototype source-tosource compiler, not shown in this paper, which is able to translate simple HPF2 codes with our new directives and clauses into HPF2 codes with the corresponding inspection/execution code. So, we also study the possibility to transfer our knowledge of its implementation into a real HPF compiler in order to allow the compilation of more complicated HPF2 source codes.
